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understand what is happening. Whe ESP experiences are no 10 
felt as a threat. the activation of internal resources during 
therapy allow te patient to mit gate or overcome 

CLINICAL PSYCHOLOGY AND LEVELS OF REALITY: 

actualizing his tendency toward recovery. 
PART II - ESP AS AN AID TO PSYCHOTHERAPY 
IN SOME PSYCHOLOGICAL DISORDERS 

The purpose of t is paper is t expand the traditional conc 
the individual v • environment taking into account the poss 
of other levels 0 reality wh"ch can interact with the indiv 
It is not our inte tion to su stitute today's psychotherapic 
kno~le~ge - but on to add t it another dimension, aiming at 
h~11st1c understand ng of th patient and his Teality, as well 
h1s recovery. 
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ar, we described the types of theta agents we came across, as 
t as the improvemente ~nd relapses observed in patients as we 
tt with these agents •. The subjects selected for our s?mple did 
lkoow that they were being focused by the group, were not 
~rgoing psychotherapy and had been showing certain symptoms for 
t than a year. , 
'purpose of this paper is to take up these aspects and extend 
~ based on observations made during the last two years. 
t 
io H othesis 

observations, as pointed out in our paper "ESP as a Component 
ODe Psychological Disorders",which is being presented at this 
oDference led us to consider that there might be another level 

feality, u~perceived by our senses, but whi~ co~ld inte:act with 
indivi~ual. Apparently, besides the classical 1nteract10n 

t
Vidual vs. environment, there could be a third one that we 
d call "spiritual". "Spiritual" is probably not the best word 
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to describe this additional interaction due to its religious ling with these entities, we notice~ that they usually become 
connotations. However, as we lack a more neutral word we arelu a certain dramatic moment of the1rlives. They may 
to maintain it. , ion situations related to illness 

,of an accident or quarrel , . 
On the other hand, the hypothesis of the existence of other l~no aotivation to go on living and talk abo~su1c1de 
of reality is supported by observations made by other researc~ . 

a) the pioneers of the Society for Psychical Research of Lond~a a ents induced to harm atients by means of black ma~1C 
b) the early French metapsychists; c) the studies carried out are aware of their condition 
Stevenson, Osis, LeShan, Tart, Moody and others; d) Modern Ph,endering services in certain place or places 

. ,.oral d d d' Th1S mass of information cannot be disregi~ded under the claiiercenary, i.e., do what they have con~racted to 0, epen 1ng 
the exp~riences a:e t~e outcome of fraud, mysticism, primitivi at they receive by me~ns o~ bl~ck mag1c pr~cedures 
c

o
:
le c

t1ve hall
uc

1nat10n, or other labels one might want to us der to accomplish the1r obJect1ves, they m1ght also use 
th1s because the facts have been observed and confirmed by ma~ies unaware that they are.dead. . 
researchers over many years of work. ~ot emotionally involved w1th the pat1ent 

Method of Work 

As we described in l ' Fa agents that intentionally try to harm ~atients 
of which ar ' .977, our work 1S done by a group of people;' Day be aware or unaware that they have d1ed ,.,< 

of practici
e 

se:s1t1ves. !hes e meet once a week with the ob' ftion of harming is due to revenge ~~I 
such meeting

ng 
aThsent h~al1ng or healing of patients presentJec~onally involved, as they feel they have been victimized by'~ 

of various kinds F persons w1th psychological dis ut s. e pat1ents are' "E 
an e' • or the past two years we eliminated Udist tiDes an entity of this type is not harming the patient 
the ~~~J,,~~~ntal control, because our observations showed that

an 
tionally; he remains at his side, .~laiming to love him 

was unaware of the t t " ,e " 
occurred in his beh' ,rea ment s1gn1f1cant alteratio ' 
suggestion W aV10~r: Th7s eliminated the hypothesis of ta a ents that share and en'o atients' activities 
"spiritual'~ 1 e u~e sen~1t1ves 1n this work because presently t:' 11:ay be aware or unaware that they have died 
sensitives ,eve prev10usly mentioned is only accessible th f.r interaction with patients might become symbiotic 

, 1.e •• people that have ESP faculty. rOii05is is directly related to the pleasure obtained 

Theta Agents traction, i.e., they are interested in the pleasure 
the patient and no~ in the patient himself 

in the 
provided 

During t~e treatment of certain patients we ~ 
personal1ties. These we named "thet '" came across extra,chanisc of interaction between a theta agent and a patient is 
stances in wich they manifested th a afents , because the circ~ one-sided as it might seem. In most cases observed it was 
they were deceased persons. emse ves led us to conclude tIe to detect a feedback mechanism between the two sides • 

Based on our observations we found f iuportant to note that when we state that some persons may be 
theta agents unaware that they ha do~rdtyp)es of theta agents:encec by an agent in another level of reality - the theta 
ha ' ve 1e' b thet 1.L .' rm pat1ents by means of black mag'. ' h a agents ed _ - we a~e not necessar1ly say1ug that they are the ~ of 
re~en?e try to harm the patient; d) 1~he~~ = :ta agent~ tbat ou~,order. The individual himself, due to his particular nature, 
enJoY1ng patients' activities. g nts shar1ng and ten predisposed - open - to the influence exerted by the theta 

~ As to the factor that triggers the whole process, it is not 
These four categories were report d' 1977 • found in the patient's physical and perceptible environment 
t~pes have been found. The classi;' 1n. . and, up to now, noit :ay also be a combination of both. 
t10ns. These categories are not ~ca~~on 15 ba~ed on our obs~ 
appear in a combined form. mu ua y exclus1ve; sometimes ~ 

a) Theta' agents unaware that they have died _ They usually 
a state of mental confusion, presenting two or more of the 
Characteristics: 

they do not know where they are or what is happening to 
- they feel that they are in to~al darkness 
- complain about physical pains 
- are apathetic and feel weak, tired or drowsy 
- complain about existential situations 

'e opting for the theta agent hypothesis, we analysed several 
,~atives that might explain our observations. The following 

man:b 1" d 1 } . l ' f 2)' f rr eses have been e 1m1nate: S1mu at10n 0 trance; senS1-
Os subconscious; 3) coincidental improvement of the patient; 

th Ito-suggestion on part of the patient; 5) telepathy; 6)clair
em'ce; 7) "this-world ESP" (as described by Price) 

I hypotheses 
taent: 

were analysed in r~lation to three types of 

- worry about or look for their family, but 
- complain about difficulties in contacting 

they did not notice their presence. 
are unable to, findtth patients 
people; who act aSlaling 

teh patients 

that were unaware that they were given absent 

that knew that they were being given absent healing 
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'. " '," "we noticed that they usually become C) Wl.th patloents that were bel.ng treated l.n the presence of ll~g wlth these ent 7tl.es, f h" They may 
tives i~ a certain dramatl.c mome~t 0 t elrll.ves, 

ion situations related to l.llness 
Concerning I'.A": alternatives I and 2 are eliminated when pat· of an ~cci~ent or quarre~, d t lk bout suicide 
unaware of absent healing. The sensitives' perceptions coine no ~otlvatlon to go on 11vl.ng an a a 
with patients' mental and/or physical states and a significa' , beans of black magic 
improvement was observed. Coincidental improvement alone (3}ta agents induced.to har~ ratl.ents y m 
not explain the many cases observed during these years, some. are aware of the1r condl.tl.?n I laces 
chronic symptoms. Improvement due to autosuggestion (4) can,endering services in certa1n p ace or p 

eliminated as the patients did rot know that, they were being t~oral, h tr cted to do depending 
by absent healing. As to alternatives 5,6 and 7, it is natu_ercenary, 1.~., do what th;Ybl av~ con'caprocedures' 
sensitives to obtain information by telepathy, clairvoyance.at they rece1v~ by me~ns 0, ~c ma~~ might also use 
-world ESP". However, what we ar~ reporting here is. that a g~der to accompll.sh the1r ob]ect1ves, ey 
improvement occurred in patients that had been presenting ps~ies unaware that they are,dead. 't 
logical disorders. The mere perception by the sensitives of~ot emotionally involved w1th the pat1en 
emotional states or symptoms by means of telepathy, cla{rvo~ "tr to harm patients 
or "this-world ESP" would not have removed them. ImprovementKa agents that 1ntentl.onally y h d' d 

o , are that they ave l.e happened after our work wl.th the theta agent o~ agents 1nvol, Day be aware 0 or. ,;,naw " 

the case. mtion of harml.ng 1S due to revenge , " d by .. ' 
,1'onally involved, as they feel they have been v1ctlom1ze _,," 

Concerning "B" and "C": After the above discussion the only ~Dt "h . g the patient 
that might be said is that patients improve due to autosugge~iDeS an entity of .thl.s ty?e lo~dnot la:m7n

g 
to love him 

However, when the patient does not know he is being treated j,tionally; he remalons at h1s S1 e, c alomlon 
still improves, autosuggestion is eliminated. When patients I 
aware of the absent healing autosuggestion cannot be totally'ta a ents that share and en u h d~-d-"---' 

" e that t ey ave loe nated, but 1t would be only one slongle component of a group Day be aware or unawar 0 h b ymblo'otic f 
'. , II.. • • 0 th tients mlog t ecome s actors responsloble for hlos lomprovement. ~r IDteract10n 1011 pa. hire obtained in the 

.. . . d' tly related to t e p easu 
"!~~Slt"~ n

lS 
l.' lreec tbey are interested in the pleasure provided 

Conclusion: 
Ir a c lO, .• , " 1 f 
the atient and not in the pat1ent hlomse Our experience leads us to take into account in a more extenb P , 

the individual vs. en~ironment. We have noticed that enviro~ b . of interaction between a theta agent and a p~tient 1S 
influences can be twofold: a) originating from the environme~C aD:S~ded as it might seem. In most cases observed,1t was 
ceived ~hrough.physical senses and b) originating from a~otb\l:D~oSdetect a feedback mechanism between the two slodes. 
of realloty suggested by the presence of theta agents manlofes, b 

through sensitives. In view of this and according to our exp~. t nt to note that when we state that, some persons may e 
treatment should be applloed on two levels: psychoterapic ant lap~rba an agent in another level of realloty - the theta f 
"spiritual". !tD~e !-e not necessarily saying that th~y are ~he ~ 0 

• we - 0 d' °d 1 himself due to hlos partlocular nature, isorder. The 1n 1V1 ua, d b the theta The success of this latter type of therapy depends on the sm edisposed _ open _ to the influence exerte y, , 
factors and variables that also intervene in traditional thefe~ P~o the factor that triggers the whole pr?cess, 1~ 1S. not 
The acceptance of an9ther level or reality helps to understa. fS d in the patient's physical and percept1ble enVlronment 
patient's reality more holistically, as one level complement~t oun also be a combination of both • 
other. This approach, however, should not be considered a mi~ aay 
waY,of heali~g. For example~ if,a theta age~t that has been ~sion 
enclong a pat1ent for some t1me 1S removed, 1tS removal does ~ h th 's we analysed several 
always cause the immediate elimination of the effects, becau~ opting for the theta a!ent YP: eS1

t
! s The following 

to his maladjustment, the patient himself has thrown up defe~atives chac might,e~Pla1n.o~) o,seIv~i~~nof trance; 2) sensi-
deal with his own problems. That is why psychotherapy is bas~eses bave been e11m1nated. ls~mu a ent of the patient,. 

' . '. 3) 0 'denta 1mprovem th1s type of treatment. ~ subconsc10us. C01nC1 't. 5) telepathy; 6)clair-
ko-suggescion on part of the patloen , ') 

It 1S also lomportant to emphas1ze that when uS1ng th1s type <tee; 7) th1s-wor " , "'". Id ESP" (as described by Prl.ce 
approach as an aid to psychotherapy and before placing the pi , . 1 t' n to three types of 
next to a sensitive, the psychotherapist should know his pat, hypotheses were analysed lon re a loO 
very well. be aware of his internal resources, and should al~ent: 
carefully evaluated the prognosis of a traditional 

treatment1tb patients 

to 1 i og 
that were unaware that they were given absent 

it:: patients that knew that they were being given absent healing 
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a~y type of treatment, the patient's active partic~pation 
C) with patients that were being treated in the presence oftovards his recovery. He has to be made aware of h:s . 

tives libility for what is happening, so that he c~n avo~d.tun~ng 
t~eta agents that may trigger or aggravate h~s maladJustment. 

Concerning ~A": alternatives 1 and 2 are eliminated when p~ 
unaware of absent healing. The sensitives' perceptions coin~olute or relative success of this combined therapy depends, 
with patients' mental and/or physical states and a signific raditional psychotherapy, on the patient's age, the length 
improvement was observed. Coincidental improvement alone (3 =aladjust~ent, his internal resources, enviro~ment, etc. 
not explain the many cases observed during these years, som Dt can be applied at a distance or in the pat~e~t's presence. 
chronic symptoms. Improvement due to autosugges~ion (4) can tbe nu~ber of weekly psychotherapic sessions ~nfluence 
eliminated as the patients did rot know that, they were being ects intervals between such "spiritual" treatment can also 
by absent healing. As to alternatives 5,6 and 7, it is nat ce the end result. Balance between these two types of therapy 
sensitives to obtain information by telepathy, clairvoyance herefore also be evaluated in each case. 
-world ESP". However, what we ar~ reporting here is. that a I ' 
improvement occurred in patients that had been presenting P .Dtage of this combined approach is that it opens up new 
logi~al disorders. The mere perception by the sensitives of Ii ties for patients whose prognosis of recove:y ~re remote 
emot~onal states or symptoms by means of telepathy, clairvo Ddent on extensive psychotherapy. Therefore, ~t ~s not 
or "this-world ESP" would not have removed them. Improvemen d in cases where traditional psychotherapy alone can be 
happened after our work with the theta agent or agents invo 
the case. 

Concerning "B" and "C": After the above discussion the only 
that might be said is that patients improve due to autosugge 
However, when the patient does not know he is being treated 
still improves, autosuggestion is eliminated. When patients 
aware of the absent healing autosuggestion cannot be totally 
nated, but it would be only one single component of a group 
factors responsible for his improvement. 

J. and Samuel, A. Healing at a Distance: Some Evidences 
i.e of Theta Agent Influence in Psychological Disturbances. 
eedings of the Third International ~onference on Psycho-
Research. Tokyo, 1977, Vol. II, 481 \ 

Conclusion: 

Our experience leads us to take into account in a more exte31, 
the individual vs. environment. We have noticed that enviro 
influences can be twofold: a) originating from the environm : 
ceived through.physical senses and b) originating from anothl 
of reality suggested by the presence of theta agents manifes 
through sensitives. Inview of this and according to our exp 
treatment should be appl~ed on two levels: psychoterapic an~ 
"spiritual". 1 
The success of this latter type of therapy depends on the 5 

factors and variables that also intervene in traditional the 
The acceptance of another level or reality helps to understa 
patient's reality more holistically, as one level complement 
other. This approach, however, should not be considered a mi 
way of healing. For example, if a theta agent that has been 
encing a patient for some time is removed, its removal does 
always cause the immediate elimination of the effects, becau 
to his maladjustment, the patient himself has thrown up defe 
deal with his own problems. That is why psychotherapy is bas~ 
this type of treatment. ' 

It is also important to emphasize that when using this type 1 
approach as an aid to psychotherapy and before placing the p 
next to a sensitive, the psychotherapist should know his pat' 
very well, be aware of his internal resources, and should al~ 
carefully evaluated the prognosis of a traditional treatment: 
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